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REMARK！

● This product is an electro-acoustic instrument product. It is normal that there is a little current 
   sound in the speaker or earphone after power-on.
   Keep away from "radio, TV, antenna receiver, router, refrigerator, TV, motor and other RF electrical 
   interference sources" during use.

DIGITAL SOUND SOURCE BASED ON DSP 

Its core uses DSP new digital sound source, digital audio 
analog sampling, for your performance to bring realistic 
hearing experience. 

88 PROGRESSIVE HEAVY HAMMER KEYS  

88 key progressive lever  heavy hammer keyboard 
gives you a real touch like playing on a grand piano. 

Thank you for choosing our digital piano. This product is elegant and exquisite. It is the perfect 
presentation of contemporary new electronic technology and acoustics. 
● Before using the instrument, you must read this manual carefully. 

DSPDig
ital
 sam
plin
g 

● Item No.: C-806

● Product features: Clamshell

● Appearance: Black and white wood grain

● Keyboard: 88 standard heavy hammer keyboard (including black keys)

● Source: French Dream Source 5716

● Tone: 610、rhythm：400、Demonstration song：120、polyphony：256

● Power switch/master volume control

● Weak tone / sustain / extended tone (three pedals)

● MIDI function / audio output / audio input

● Dual headphone audio output

● USB interface link: cell phone, tablet, computer

● Product specification: 135*35*75cm

● Weight: 32KG

● Power supply: 15V2A
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Installation Guide
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Attention！
● This product needs to be installed by adults, do not allow minors to install independently!

8
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I l lustration of the socket
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6

5

Connectable to computers, smartphones, tablets AC outlet

1. When used according to the access power line, one end is inserted into the socket at the bottom
    of the piano operation plate. The other end is inserted into the 220V household power socket 
    (Figure 1)  
2. If you do not use this product for a long time, unplug the power cord and keep it  properly.

1 POWER LINE CONNECTION

Connecting the headset will automatically cut off the output of the built-in loudspeaker,so it won't 
disturb others when playing .This product has two headphone sockets,which can insert two 
headphones at the same time. (Figure 5)                                      

5 DOUBLE HEADSET SOCKET

Insert the end of the pedal line into the circular socket of the bottom of the piano, and you can 
connect the 3 pedal sound effects .In turn : weak tone, posterior extension and portamento
 (Figure 6)     

6 PEDAL  SOCKET

1. The audio output socket can be connected to large sound box equipment.(Figure 2)
2. The audio input socket connects the external sound source to the electric piano for playback. 
(Figure 2)

2 AUDIO INPUT / OUTPUT PLUG

The MIDI interface of this digital piano can be connected to music equipment withMIDI.(Figure 3) 

3 MIDI INPUT AND OUTPUT SOCKET

Using the USB transmission interface to connect with the computer    Through the  computer 
installed Music software, to learn or play the keyboard to play, composition, storage and other 
functional operations. Edited music and built-in accompaniment to music software.It can be 
played by software connected to the digital piano or played by accompaniment music (Figure 4)

4 USB TRANSPORT INTERFACE
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1

The optional pedal unit is equipped with 3 foot pedals that produce a variety of intense 
effects similar to those of acoustic piano pedals.

If you depress the damper pedal here, the note 
played before releasing the pedal note will be 
extended for a longer period of time.

If you press and hold this note and depress
the sustain pedal, you can sustain the note 
until the pedal is released. until the pedal is
released.

Pedal unit function

If you play a note or chord on the keyboard and press the sustain pedal, as long as the 
pedal is pressed ( just like a damper pedal) those notes will be extended, but the notes 
played after them will not be extended. This extends the chord note, while the other notes
 are "broken".

Sound-making (right) pedal

2

The damper pedal functions in the same way as the damper pedal on an acoustic piano. 
When the damper pedal is depressed, the note will be extended. Releasing the pedal 
immediately stops the Stops the sustain.
The "half-pedal" effect helps you create a half sustain effect with the damper pedal, 
depending on how far you depress the pedal.

sustain (middle) pedal

3
Depressing the soft pedal reduces the volume and slightly changes the tone of the note being 
played at that moment. Depressing the soft pedal will not affect the notes already played.

Soft Tone ( Left ) Pedal
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+ -

●  Use the (Volume) knob to control the 
    master volume level.
● (Volume) knob to the right to turn the 
   master volume increases，
   The master volume is reduced by turning the (volume) knob
   to the left.
● Before turning on the power, turn the (volume) knob to the left
   to turn the master volume to the minimum.
● To turn off the digital piano, first turn the (volume) knob to the 
   left to turn the master volume to minimum.

● This mode is automatically exited in the Playback, Demonstration, 
   Metronome, etc. modes.
● First short press of the (STRAR/STOP/CHORD) key starts the rhythm
● Second short press of the (STRAR/STOP/CHORD) key stops the 
   rhythm

This digital piano has a built-in common metronome for reference when practicing or playing.
● The first time you press the (metronome) key to turn on the metronome, the 
   "da, da, da" sound appears, press the (+) key or (a) key to speed up or slow down the tempo, 
   range: 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, 4/4
● Press the (Metronome) key a second time briefly to turn off the metronome.

● Short press (Rhythm/Tempo) key - Press (+) or (-) key to select the desired rhythm - Short 
press (Start Stop/Chord) key to start the rhythm Rhythm 1, long press (Start Stop, Chord) to
start the chord function.
Note: The corresponding chord accompaniment is played when the multi-fingerings 
are pressed in the range of keys A1-F4#.

● Short press the (Sync Start/Record) key to turn on the Sync Start function.
● Short press the (Sync Stop/Record) key to turn off the sync function.
● When playing a chord, press the (Sync Start/Record) key briefly for the first time - press a 
   key in the A1-F4# range of the chord area to enter sync mode.
● For chord synchronization, please refer to the instructions for single-finger accompaniment
   or multi-finger accompaniment.

Function Operation
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1

SYNC STOP/PLAY

STRAR/STOP/CHORD

METRONOME

Master Volume Control

2 Start/Stop

3 Metronome

4 CHORDS

5 Synchronous start and synchronous stop

VOLUME

SET
    Main  ALCD display： Button:

SET     ON
      MetroLCD display： Button:

RHYTHM/TEMPO + - STRAR/STOP/CHORD

SET     ON
      ChordLCD display： Button:

SYNC START/REC

SET     OFF
SynStartLCD display： Button:

PLAY/STOP

DEMO/VOL

TONE/TRANSPOSE

FILLN/SEPARATE INVOKING/SAVE METRONOME

STRAR/STOP/CHORD +-

RHYTHM/TEMPO SETTING

SYNC START/REC SYNC STOP/PLAY

VOL+/VOL-/

MP3

USB

POWER

VOLUME



● With the rhythm started, short press the (FILLN/SEPARATE) key to
   turn on the insert function.
● The insertion function can only be activated with the insertion and 
   release rhythm.
● Short press the (FILLN/SEPARATE) key to toggle between A/B 
   paragraphs.

● When starting the rhythm or demonstration song function - Press 
   and hold the (DEMO/VOL) key to turn on the volume function - 
   Press the (+) key or (I) key to adjust the volume.
● The volume is adjusted when the current state is Demo, and the 
   other states are Rhythm volume. Range 000-100 Default 80.

● Press and hold the (RHYTHM/TEMPO) key to switch to the beat type selection, use the
   (+) key or (-) key to select the beat type, 1/4,2/4,3/4,4/4.

Function Operation
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● Press and hold the (TONE/TRANSPOSE) key to switch to transpose adjustment, and use 
   the (+) key or (-) key to select the appropriate scale.
● Press the (+) key to increase upwards.
● Press the (-) key to decrease downward.
● Press the (+) and (-) keys simultaneously to shift back to the preset value.
● Shift -12 to 12 Default value is 0.

● This digital piano has 120 built-in demos to showcase a wide range of tones. Users can 
   get a first glimpse of this digital piano through the demonstration songs.
● Short press (DEMO/VOL) to select the desired track with the (+) or (-) key - Short press 
   (STRAR/STOP/CHORD) to start or or stop playing the demo song.
Short press (SETTING) to select the practice function while playing a demonstration song 
  to enable the left hand/right hand/left and right hand practice functions.

8

6 FILLN/SEPARATE

7 DEMO/VOL

RHYTHM/TEMPO

9 TRANSPOSE

10 DEMO

FILLN/SEPARATE

SET
    Fill      BLCD display： Button:

SET     4/4
         BeatLCD display：

DEMO/VOL + -LCD display： Button:

RHYTHM/TEMPO + -Button:

SET     00
 TransposLCD display： TONE/TRANSPOSE + -Button:

DEM     01
         EliseLCD display： DEMO/VOL STRAR/STOP/CHORD SETTING+ -Button:

SET      80
DemoVol

PLAY/STOP

DEMO/VOL

TONE/TRANSPOSE

FILLN/SEPARATE INVOKING/SAVE METRONOME

STRAR/STOP/CHORD +-

RHYTHM/TEMPO SETTING

SYNC START/REC SYNC STOP/PLAY

VOL+/VOL-/

MP3

USB

POWER

VOLUME
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● In the keyboard separation method, the keyboard is divided into 
   two parts with the keyboard separation point, the left The left hand
   part is played with a regular tone and the right hand part is played 
   with a different tone.
● Long press (FILLN/SEPARATE) key to open the dual keyboard function
    - short press (SETTING) key to select the keyboard separation point
   function, use (+) key or (-) key or directly press the piano key to 
   select the separation point.
● Short press (SETTING) key to enter the setting status, select the left 
   keyboard volume function, you can adjust the left key keyboard volume.
● The first long press of the (FILLN/SEPARATE) key turns on the keyboard
   separation (dual keyboard) function, and the second long press of the
   (FILLN/SEPARATE) key turns off the keyboard separation (dual keyboard) 
   function.

● Press and hold the (SYNC START/REC) key to enter the recording ready state, press any key 
   or short press the (STRAR/STOP/CHORD) key to start recording.
● If the chords are open, the recording includes both the rhythm and the melody, otherwise 
   only the melody is recorded.
● Long press (SYNC START/REC) key or short press (STRAR/STOP/CHORD) key to end recording.
● Press and hold the (SYNC STOP/PLAY) button to play the previously recorded music.

● Long press (SETTING) button to toggle the intensity adjustment.
● This digital piano has multi-level strength touch.
● The power-on default is strength on.

12

11 DUAL KEYBOARD (DETACHED)

Recording and playback (playback)

13 STRENGTH

REC
          Stop

REC
          PlayLCD display：

SET          1
        TouchLCD display：

FILLN/SEPARATE + -
SETTING

LCD display：

Button:

SYNC START/REC SYNC STOP/PLAY STRAR/STOP/CHORDButton:

SETTINGButton:

SET     ON
         SPIit

PLAY/STOP

DEMO/VOL

TONE/TRANSPOSE

FILLN/SEPARATE INVOKING/SAVE METRONOME

STRAR/STOP/CHORD +-

RHYTHM/TEMPO SETTING

SYNC START/REC SYNC STOP/PLAY

VOL+/VOL-/

MP3

USB

POWER

VOLUME
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● Long press the (RHYTHM/TEMPO) key to switch to the speed adjustment
   status, use the (+) key or (-) key to adjust knot. You can adjust the tempo 
   of the rhythm, demonstration song, metronome, and recording.
● Press the (+) and (-) keys simultaneously to quickly restore the default 
   tempo of the current tempo or demonstration tune.
● Different speed 30-300 Preset 120.

● A long press on the (INVOKING/SAVE) key saves the current state 
   of the instrument, including all parameters such as tone, rhythm 
   type, rhythm volume, tempo, transpose, intensity type, etc., which
  can be recalled by a short press on the (INVOKING/SAVE) key to 
   quickly return the instrument to that state when used again.
● Short press the (INVOKING/SAVE) key to recall the function.

● Short press (            ) to switch to the previous song, long press to reduce the MP3 volume.
● Short press (            ) to switch to the next song, long press to increase MP3 volume.
● Press the (PLAY/STOP) key briefly to play the song from the MP3.
● Press and hold the (PLAY/STOP) key to stop playing the song in the MP3.

Note: Short press the (SETTING) key to select dual tone, reverb, chorus, harmony, and 
tuning functions, and adjust them with the (+) key or (-) key. Reverb (1-8), Chorus (1-8), 
Chorus (1-10), Tuning (-100 to 100)

14 TEMPO

15 INVOKING/SAVE

16 MP3

17 SETTING

SET      131
      Tempo

LCD display： RHYTHM/TEMPO + -Button:

SET         1
         Save

LCD display： INVOKING/SAVE + -Button:

PLAY/STOPButton:

SETTING + -Button:

PLAY/STOP

DEMO/VOL

TONE/TRANSPOSE

FILLN/SEPARATE INVOKING/SAVE METRONOME

STRAR/STOP/CHORD +-

RHYTHM/TEMPO SETTING

SYNC START/REC SYNC STOP/PLAY

VOL+/VOL-/

MP3

USB

POWER

VOLUME

VOL- /

VOL- / VOL+/

VOL+/
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Tone Tone Tone Tone Tone
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Tone Tone Tone Tone Tone
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Rhythm Rhythm Rhythm Rhythm
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Rhythm Rhythm Rhythm
R000
R001
R002
R003
R004
R005
R006
R007
R008
R009
R010
R011
R012
R013
R014
R015
R016
R017
R018
R019
R020
R021
R022
R023
R024
R025
R026
R027
R028
R029
R030
R031
R032
R033
R034
R035
R036
R037
R038
R039
R040
R041
R042
R043
R044
R045
R046
R047
R048
R049
R050
R051
R052
R053
R054
R055
R056
R057
R058
R059
R060

Funk

River_ of _ dream

DancingQueen

Donna_ lee

Forget

Across The Sea

County_ garden

Courante

Just Drunk

Early_ autumn

Twist Variation

Danse Negre Op.58

Palm Leaf

D Major Tango

Symphony No.94 Surprise

Katyusha

Desafinado

Beethoven_ bagatelles

Exploring

Perelude lii

Grand March

Paraphrase

Dangerous Area

Future

Sunshine Beach

June Samba

Kennyg:songbird

Linvemo In F Minor

Wine

Blues

Feeling

Turkey

Etude In F Sharp Major

Funny Gentleman

IDo It For You

 

Camen

American Patrol

Aurora Of City

Wish U Christmas

No Stopping Galop

Last Summer

Jazz

Rhythm Of The Rain

Twinkle Twinkle Variation

Atlantis

Flying Trapeze

Allegro Con Brio

L emon Tree

Arabesque

Childhood

Just The Two Of Us

See Shore

All Kind Of My Everything

R061
R062
R063
R064
R065
R066
R067
R068
R069
R070
R071
R072
R073
R074
R075
R076
R077
R078
R079
R080
R081
R082
R083
R084
R085
R086
R087
R088
R089
R090
R091
R092
R093
R094
R095
R096
R097
R098
R099
R100
R101
R102
R103
R104
R105
R106
R107
R108
R109
R110
R111
R112
R113
R114
R115
R116
R117
R118
R119

Noctume Op.9 No2

Something In The Air

Comfort

Let It Snow

Bingo

Liebestraum

Perfect Happiness

Toccata

La Bamba

Rando Capriccio

Scherzo

La Campanella

L ockout

Romance De Amor

Barcarole

Chopin:etude In C Minor Op.10 No.12

Dance Of Youth

Grieg_ _air

The Home Coming

L azy_ bird

Red River Valley

Entertainment

Chopin:mazurka Op.39 No.10

The Bear In The Forest

Primitive Dance Steps

Modem Gray

Moonlight

LOVE FOREVER

JARDIN SECRET

BALL

COUNTRY

SOMALIL AND

MAPLE LEAF RAG

BRAHMS_ CONCERTO

WALTZ IN D FL AT,OP.64 NO.1

COBWEB

HAPPY BOSSA

SIL .ENT NIGHT

CURIOUS STORY

Mozart's Fantasia

Flowing Stream

Chrysanthemum

Ducks on the grass

Red scarf

My brother

Anne 's laurel

Beautiful Dreamer

Farewell

Sunrise house

Tchaikovsky's song of Skylark

Red jacket

Beijing drum accompaniment

Paradise cinema

Tchaikovsky's sweet dream

Rondo

The Napoleonic dance by Tchaikovsky

Tchaikovsky's Waltz

Blue bells in Scotland

Cannon

Chopin:grande 
Valse Billante

Red Chery And White 
Apple Blossom

Xaver Scharwenkapolish 
Dance Op:.3No.1

In_the_ hall _of_ the_ 
mountain_ king

Beethoven Piano 
Sonta No.30

Mendelssohn:rondo 
In D Major

Trois Ecossaises 
Op.72,no.3- -5

CamyMe Back 
ToOldViginny

Model song LCD Model song LCD
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Do not over expose the product to direct sunlight, or place it near air conditioning or extremely 
hot place.

1 AVOID HEATING, DAMPNESS OR DIRECT SUNLIGHT

This product may cause video or audio interference to the reception of TV and radio. If this 
happens, the product should be removed from the TV or radio.

2 DO NOT USE NEAR THE TV OR RADIO

Clean the product with a soft cloth wetted with weak water solution and neutral detergent. 
Soak the cloth in a solution and wring it dry until it approaches drying.

3 NO DILUENTS OR SIMILAR CHEMICALS SHOULD BE USED FOR CLEANING

When moving, the product should be handled carefully and lightly. Violent vibration and collision 
are strictly prohibited in order to avoid damage to the shell or internal electronic components.

4 DO NOT SHAKE, AVOID COLLISION

Careful maintenance and protection of this product plays an important role in prolonging the 
service life of the product and reducing the failure.

PRODUCT MAINTENANCE
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SIGN

POWER SUPPLY

To ensure that you use this product safely and correctly, to prevent harm to users and others and 
financial damage, this manual and products are marked with a series of safety signs. The various 
signs and their meanings are as follows:

This product can be powered by standard indoor wall socket. Please only use the power cord 
equipped with this product. Be sure to turn off the power when not in use temporarily. When not in 
use for a long time, please unplug the power cord and keep it properly. 

WARNING
This sign indicates that there is a potential risk of death or serious injury if this mark is ignored and 
the product is mishandled.

BE CAREFUL
This sign indicates that there is a potential danger of injury to personnel or other financial damage 
if this sign is ignored and the product is operated incorrectly.

EXAMPLE OF LOGO

This triangle sign (△) indicates what users should pay attention to. 
(The left example is careful shocks)

A circular sign (    ) with an oblique line indicates prohibitions. The icons in or beside the 
logo indicate the contents specifically prohibited. (The example on the left is no 
disassembly)

The round black bottom sign (    ) indicates what must be observed. The diagrams in this 
sign indicate the contents of the specific matters that must be observed.
 (The example on the left is that the power plug must be pulled out of the socket)

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
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BE CAREFUL
The improper use of power cord may cause 
fire and electric shock. The following 
precautions must be observed:
● Never put the power cord near the oven 
    or other heat source.
● Do not pull the cable when pulling out of 
    the power socket. The main body of the 
    plug must be grasped.
● The power cord plug must be inserted in 
    the socket to the end.
● Make sure the power supply is off before 
    connecting or disconnecting it.
● When thunderstorms occur or before 
    traveling or other long-term departure, 
    disconnect the power cord from the wall 
    outlet.
● At least once a year, remove the power 
    cord from the wall outlet and clean the 
    dust accumulated around the plug.

Do not burn this product
Do not put this product in the fire, 
otherwise it will lead to product 
combustion and explosion of internal 
electronic components, which will cause 
fire and personnel injury.

Water and foreign bodies
Water, other liquids and (metal sheets, etc.) 
entering this product are in danger of 
causing fire and electric shock. In case of 
the above situation, the following 
operations shall be performed immediately:
1. Turn off the power supply.
2. If you are using a power cord for power 
    supply, unplug it from the wall outlet.
3. Contact your distributor.

Disassembly and transformation
Do not disassemble or transform the 
product in any way, otherwise there is a 
risk of electric shock, scald or other 
personal injury. All internal inspection, 
adjustment and maintenance operations 
should be entrusted to your distributor.

WARNING
Smoke, odor, overheating
When the product smokes, smells or 
overheats, there is a danger of fire and 
electric shock when it is used continually.
In case of the above situation, the following 
operations should be performed immediately:
1. Turn off the power supply.
2. Pull the plug out of the power outlet.
3. Contact your dealer.

Power cord
1. The improper use of power cord may 
    cause fire and electric shock. The following 
    precautions must be observed:
● The special power cord designated for 
    this product must be used.
● The AC power supply with output 
    voltage within the rated voltage range 
    for household use must be used.
● Do not overload power sockets and 
    extension lines.

2. The improper treatment of power line 
    will lead to its damage or breakage, 
    which will cause fire and electric shock 
    hazards. The following precautions must 
    be observed:
● Do not place or heat heavy objects on 
    power lines.
● Do not attempt to alter or bend the 
    power cord too much.
● Do not twist or pull the power cord.
● If the power cord or plug is damaged, 
    please replace the same type of power 
    cord.

3. Do not touch the power cord and plug 
    with wet hands, otherwise there is a 
    danger of electric shock.
4. Please use the power cord where the 
    water will not splash. Water is in danger 
    of causing fire and electric shock.
5. Never place vases or any other container 
    containing water on this product. Water 
    is dangerous of causing fire and electric 
    shock.
6. Do not allow minors to unplug and touch 
    power lines or connection boards. Minors 
    have no common sense of electricity 
    safety, which may cause electric shock.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
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Location selection
It should be avoided to place the product 
in the following places, otherwise there is 
a risk of fire and electric shock.
● High temperature or dusty places.
● Kitchen or other places with lampblack.
● Where the product is exposed to direct 
    sunlight, or any other place where the 
    product will produce high temperature.

Volume
Don't play music long and loud. Pay special 
attention when using headphones. 
Excessive volume can damage your hearing.

Heavy
Do not place heavy objects on this product. 
Otherwise, the top of the product will be 
overweight, causing the product to 
overturn or drop objects on it, which will 
lead to the risk of injury.

Correct assembly of scaffolds
The incorrect assembly of the bracket may 
overturn, causing the product to fall off 
and posing a risk of injury to personnel. 
Therefore, it must be assembled according 
to the instructions in the attached 
installation guide to ensure that the 
product is properly mounted on its 
bracket.

Falling or colliding
If the product falls or is damaged by strong 
impact, it will be in danger of causing fire 
and electric shock. In case of the above 
situation, the following operations shall be 
performed immediately:
1. Turn off the power supply.
2. If you are using a power cord for power 
    supply, you need to unplug it from the 
    wall outlet.
3. Contact your distributor.

Plastic bag
Do not let anyone put plastic bags for this 
product on his head or in his mouth. 
Otherwise, there is a risk of asphyxia. 
Families with young children should pay 
special attention to it.

Keep a distance from the product 
and the bracket
Climbing the bracket is dangerous of 
overturning or damage. Families with 
young children should pay special 
attention to it.

Put
Avoid placing the product on an uneven 
surface or any other unstable place. 
Otherwise, it will cause the product to fall 
down, which will lead to the risk of injury.

Product Mobility
Before moving this product, you must 
unplug the power cord plug from the wall 
outlet and pull out all other cables and 
connecting wires. Otherwise, it will lead to 
damage of power or connection wires, 
resulting in fire and electric shock.

clean
Before cleaning this product, you must 
unplug the power cord plug from the wall 
outlet, otherwise there is a risk of fire and 
electric shock.

Jack
The socket of this product can only be 
connected to the designated equipment 
and devices. Connecting non-designated 
equipment or devices is dangerous of 
causing fire and electric shock.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
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Date Maintenance record Repairman

1. Faults arising from normal use of this product can be guaranteed free of charge for _________days 
    from the date of purchase.
2. Failure occurs during the warranty period. This warranty card and shopping ticket must be 
    presented during maintenance.
3. In the following cases, no free warranty will be provided:
●  Damage caused by improper use by users.
●  Fault damage caused by irresistible factors such as fire, flood, earthquake and lightning strike.
●  Failure caused by unauthorized self-disassembly.
4. After exceeding the warranty period, the company is responsible for maintenance, but it needs to 
    charge a cost fee.

Seller: __________________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________

Telephone: ____________________________________________________ 

Warranty rules

Maintenance record

WARRANTY CARD




